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STATEMENT and FINE PRINT Information
World War 2 Jeeps NSW is NOT a formal Motor Vehicle Club, but more an “Association” of
WW2 Jeep enthusiasts, bonded together by this e—newsletter. It’s sole intention is to share
information about their vehicles, future displays, trips and events. It was founded in 1991 by
the late Peter Walker in an effort to bring together genuine users of the legendary Jeep.
Contact can be made with the current “Committee” as per the email addresses on the cover.
Joining information for new members is, a sense of participation and contribution to the
Association for your benefit and that of others, a $20 cash donation, your email address for
sending of the newsletter, (this can be of a family member or friend if you don't have one—
Don’t forget to tell them!), a good colour picture of your Jeep along with a few words of your
Jeep related history, so we can introduce you via a “Member Profile”. If you have any Jeep
related restoration talents, please let us know and whether you are prepared to offer any
advice to fellow members. Ongoing membership is by “Donation” towards our HQ development.
Members, their relatives, friends or guests are reminded that some Four Wheel Drive
activities, events or trips notified herein, can be extremely dangerous. Participation in any
activity, event or trip is entirely up to the individuals discretion and that no responsibility,
what so ever, can be held against any land holder, group or individual, for what ever situation
that may arise, in travelling to or from or during the course of that activity, event or trip.
If we are participating in an activity, event or trip organised by others outside of the
Association, we do so as a group of individuals at their invitation. Prior contact with the person
organising any particular activity, event or trip advertised herein is mandatory, to avail
yourself with the most up to date and correct information, as dates and itinerary can change
due to unforeseen circumstances.
Finally, views expressed in our newsletter are also individual and do not necessarily reflect the
Association as a whole. Membership lists forwarded from time to time are for the benefit of
those listed for contact purposes amongst each other only and are not intended for
dissemination to third parties or to be used for soliciting of unrequested services and or
advertising material.
The image of the Jeep below under the banner “Keeping The Legend Alive” and on the front
cover is from an original drawing by Krystii Melaine and is used with permission.
Prints on quality art paper, ready for framing are available by contacting Krystii at
krystii@krystiimelaine.com

Dedicated to wearing out yesterdays legend,
today for some bugger to preserve tomorrow!

Cliffs Say....
Cliff and Deb are on holidays at the
moment and I am sure they will
have plenty to say when they get
back in the part B of the “News”
out later in October.

The Tamworth Renegades
teamed up with Michael at
Jeep Action recently on a
trip over to the States to
primarily visit the huge
Jeep Festival to celebrate
70 years at Butler Pennsylvania, home of the original
Bantam Jeep. Here is a
couple of phone pics. More
in Jeep Action Magazine
soon

THANKS to Neil and Max Goodridge of
MARATHON SPARES, who sponsored ―The
Best COMBO‖ and ―SHITBOX‖ categories

MARATHON SPARE PARTS CO.
Established 40 years.
Jeep specialists in Army Models GPW & MB
Contact Neil Goodridge on phone (02) 6762 8666,
Fax (02) 6762 8777 or Mobile (0411) 864 988
4 In Street (PO Box W686),
West Tamworth NSW 2340
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THANKS to Rob Harrington—Johnson
at PPC, who sponsored ―The Best
Original‖ Willys and Ford categories

HELLO

SIGNALS

Well, what can I say, a great day was enjoyed by the many who
made the effort to come to Linnwood House a few Sundays ago.
As mentioned in the report, plenty of effort shown to gather
together and chinwag everything Jeep. Plenty of great Jeeps all
together in one place along with those that you don't often see.
Thanks to each and every one of you. Many have liked the venue
and I think there will be an attempt to use the date next year to put
together a huge display of all things Military Vehicle. Stand by and
watch this space. This is a pre Edition to highlight the Linnwood
Day, thank our sponsors who all donated some fabulous prizes and
show all of you, who could not attend, what fun was enjoyed by all.
Don’t forget, our next big bash is our regular XMAS Gathering at
the Shed in November, plus there is a whole host of other events we
have been invited too. The weather is getting warmer, so if you
have not done so already, dust off the cobwebs and get that Jeep
out of the shed and get out there.
Cheers—from your Editor MITCH

Introducing John Donohue of Mt. Victoria. I first met John out at
Ironfest at Lithgow earlier this year, although he is well known to
Mr. Gadget prior to that. John spoke of the ―Major‖ and
―Marrickville‖ and the many displays that they attend, like
―ANZAC Day‖ etc. And it took a little time before the penny
dropped and I put 2 and 2 together to add up to 4.
John helped us out considerably on the day at Linnwood, by
manning the gatehouse, with Emma and Rachel, handing out the
forms to all the participants as they arrived. I meant to get a
picture, but got tied up in the many conversations and questions
and missed the opportunity, however he was snapped by Vinh
recently at the Burwood Festival, proudly wearing his Jeep T-Shirt
and helping the boys with their display on that day. When you
next see him, say gday and have a chat.

As you may have gathered from previous
editions, that the Jeep at right was up for
Auction out at Dunlop Station, near Louth
NSW.
Well it was a scripted Ford and it went for
$7K, the CJ3B went for $9.5K, The Ford XY
4X4 Ute, went for $25K, the Monkey Face
Blitz went for $1.2K and finally the other
Blitz went for $2K, (where K stands for
thousand.)
Might be a coincidence, Cliff reports that a
Scripted Ford was seen in a Cobar Truck
yard for sale at a much higher price SOON
AFTER????

THANKS to Mr, GADGET and
VINH, who sponsored ―The Best
Display‖ by an Group

From Bruce McCann and obviously found on
the internet somewhere. It does a lot to explain
why we have this “green disease”

Had the opportunity recently to
catch up with our “Nephew”,
Mick Bowley up in Darwin, who is
currently stationed up there, when
not out on manoeuvres, (as seen
here after successfully bogging
the Abrams in a swamp out west
of Rocky recently). That is him in
the drivers hole. Onya Mick.
You can read further on the
Abrams M1A1 Main Battle Tank
in Australian service at
www.anzacsteel.hobbyvista.com

THANKS to 4X4 AUSTRALIA
MAGAZINE, who sponsored ―The
Best Display‖ by an Individual.
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Thanks to Leo
DiRocco,
Mr.Gadget and
Vinh for the
pictures taken on
the day at
Linnwood House

SEVENTY YEARS OF JEEPS and JEEPING
LINNWOOD HOUSE Sunday 11 September 2011
After much organising, only made more complex by arranging special memorabilia in the form of T- Shirts and the
unique WW2 Jeep Grill Belt Buckles, the 70th Jeep Birthday Bash arranged by WW2 JEEPS NSW and held at Linnwood
House in Guildford, went off without a hitch in near perfect sunny conditions.
The morning was a trifle chilly early on for those that braved the drive to set up their displays in the expansive park
like grounds of this historic home. Many had traveled from as far a’ field as Tamworth, Parkville and Muswellbrook to the
north west, Coffs Harbour, Taree, the Hunter region and the Central Coast in the north east, Lithgow and the Blue Mountains
in the west and Wollongong and Picton to the south.
The envisaged ―70 Jeeps at the 70th‖, did not quite reach the target, with several pre registered attendees turning up
without their Jeeps? However, we did get a few unexpected extras on the day that helped swell the final number to 58 ―Jeeps
of the moment‖ and that beat the huge event held recently in Butler Pennsylvania in the good ol’ US of A, who could only
manage 35 odd WW2 Jeep models and variants. (mind you, they did have over 1100 Jeeps in their parade of all models over
the 70 years of manufacture.) Out of that, we had 52 regular MB and GPW models, 2 x 1941 Willys MA, 1 x 1941 Ford GP
Four Wheel Steer, (only 50 ever made of these prototypes and this is one of only 5 that remain!), 1 x M38, and 2 x CJ2A,
joined by a Landrover, a Blitz, a Dodge Weapons Carrier, a 43 VW Beetle and a 44 Zundap, sidecar and trailer. Finally, who
could not count the excellent HQ Holden staff car of Bob Hall. Thanks to our numbers man, Vernon, who also counted 7
trailers, (3 American and 4 Australian).
It was quite an impressive sight, having our entrants file in via our ―meet and Greet‖ team of John in Military Sentry
dress and his willing helpers in Emma and Rachel. The Jeeps all lined around the trees with all their different ideas on display
etc.
The day proved very popular with a good attendance of visitors drawn to the Jeeps and of course, the historic home,
by a well orchestrated publicity campaign. The ―Friends of Linnwood‖, whose idea of having us getting together on the lawn
on one of their open days, worked a treat with apparently over 300 passing through their doors to view the home and the
many other interesting displays and facilities inside.
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Out of the many Jeep attendees, came a difficult decision from our discreet Judges and the winners of the variety of
categories which were as follows.
Best ―Restored‖ Jeep – Willys, sponsored by MV Spares and awarded to Bruce Brown of Sydney and his 1941 Willys MA
(the immediate forerunner, or intermediate prototype if you like, to the popular WW2 Jeep models of Willys MB and Ford
GPW).
Best ―Restored‖ Jeep – Ford, which was also sponsored by MV Spares was awarded to Ian Fawbert of Sydney and his
immaculate 1942 GPW – Script body, ―Honeypot‖. (Approximately the first 25 thousand of each model Jeeps produced by
Willys and Ford in late 1941 and early 1942, did not have a jerry can holder, but had an embossed manufacturer logo style
name in the rear panel – viz WILLYS or FORD).
Best ―Unrestored‖ Jeep – Willys, sponsored by Permanent Painted Coatings who distribute POR15 products was awarded
to Bruce Brown and his 1941 Willys MB slat grill. (here, another quirk in early standardised Jeep manufacture, in addition
to the embossed rear panel mentioned above, was that early Willys MB, had a grill made from flat steel bar and Fords all
had a pressed metal grill. This became the generic grill style which was adopted by Willys after their first 25 thousand odd
Jeeps.)
Best ―Unrestored‖ Jeep – Ford which was also sponsored by PPC - POR15 was awarded to Neil Goodridge of Tamworth.
Best ―Shitbox‖ Jeep – (a fun category, that was not as popular as it was envisaged), sponsored by Marathon Spares, was
awarded to Cliff Bambridge of Wollongong. (I don’t think he was that impressed, but took it graciously!)
Best ―Working‖ Jeep, sponsored by Quick Pro 4x4 Accessories and proved the most hotly contested Judging category
with many Jeep owners electing to place their steed into this category for the purpose. It was awarded to Brian Sweet of
Sydney, fresh back from the central Australian deserts, who is not afraid to get out back and dirty on extensive journeys as
well as many regular weekend off road runs and could probably benefit from a set of new shockies.
Best ―Modified‖ Jeep, sponsored by Jeep Action Magazine was awarded to John Emerton of Sydney whose Jeep has been
sensibly upgraded with more modern Buick V6 power plant, later model Jeep gearbox and transfer case and of course braking system, which we all know are the weak points of an otherwise perfect design, whilst still retaining that original WW2
Jeep look.
Best ―Combo‖, (Jeep and Trailer), also sponsored by Marathon Spares of Tamworth and was awarded to Andy
McFarland of Sydney, whose camper conversion of the small and basic WW2 Jeep Trailer appealed to the Judges quirky
sense of humour.
Best ―Display‖ by an Individual, sponsored by 4X4 Australia Magazine and was awarded to Stuart (aka Mr.Gadget)
Wearne of Sydney with his impressive display of Jeep, Trailer, gadgets, uniforms, tents, manikins, memorabilia etc. Special
mention to Raquel and Ken Whyte for their usual impressive display and the effort they go to show it off on many occasions
throughout the year. I think it was a toss up that decided that one!
And finally the Best ―Display‖ by a Group which was sponsored by Mutts USA Vietnam and consisted of a couple of cartons of Heineken Beer was awarded to the Ausreenact Group for their great display of various countries uniforms, kit and
machinery. (I missed a great photo opportunity of Peter Kunz, catching 40 winks in the tent and that was before the
awards!)

Darcy Millers very rare Ford GP 4
wheel steer and his Willys MA in the
background
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JEEPS, JEEPS, and more JEEPS.
All fine examples and a real headache for the
Judges to decide on the various categories.

Thank you’s go to each and every one who made the effort to attend, firm in the knowledge that for each of you present on
the day with your Jeep, there was another not too far away, who was not!
Further special mentions must go to all those outside of the greater Sydney Basin, who came along. Many of course, were
trailed, however, they still faced a long drive and the associated cost, as well as for a quite a few, overnight accommodation for a night or two. Another mention should go to Fred and Marilyn Reeves who had two vehicles present and along
with good mate Kevin Burne who had 2 Jeeps – all 4 being driven by family members. That’s commitment that many cannot match.
Finally to our event sponsors, mentioned above, who made a ―free day‖ possible, by their generosity in supporting the
awards with their products. Please support them
Cheers from your Organisers.
PS – I am taking orders for another batch of T-Shirts and the pewter Jeep Grill Belt Buckle, ready as soon as possible or in
time for XMAS. The T-Shirts this time will be available in Kids sizes and for those who attended the day, will remain at
$15 each.
Buckles remain at $30 each and all will incur postage charges applicable to where they are being sent.
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STANDING
ORDERS

THANKS to Carl at QUICK PRO 4X4
ACCESSORIES, who sponsored
―The Best Working Jeep‖

THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT BIT OF
YOUR ―NEWS‖ - Read it and act! No use having a
Jeep tucked away in the shed if you don't use it!!
REMEMBER THE SLOGAN!!!

2011 Convoy for KIDS—Sunday 23 October
This is their 20th Year. Lets have lots of Jeeps
for our 70th Year at this years Convoy. Ken
Whyte has for the last few years tried very hard
to get a Jeep presence at this event to raise funds
for special kids. Last year one sole Jeep turned
up for what was a very wet day and seen pictured
against a much larger cousin. Hopefully a better
day this year. The Convoy will assemble at
Huntingwood Drive, HUNTINGWOOD,
from 5am and leave at 8am, will proceed along
Jack Brabham Drive, Great Western Highway,
Wallgrove Rd, M4 Freeway, Homebush Bay
Drive, Australia Avenue into Olympic Boulevard, SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK.
SPEED LIMIT WILL BE APPROX. 60KPM
ENTRY COST: for us is a mere $30.00, which is
a donation to the Charity to help those special
kids. Please contact Ken via email
jeepmad16@optusnet.com.au or 0418 260 013
and bring your kids, grandkids for a great day.

WWII JEEPS XMAS BASH
Saturday 26 November at the SHED at Cullen
Bullen. Those that attended the 20 years of
WWII JEEPS BASH back in April will
remember the great meal that was provided by
Red and Kelly off the BBQ Trailer will be
pleased to know that they are catering for us
again. So, come Friday to meet in great
surroundings and be ready for the Saturdays
great drive and then get together in the arvo and
evening for all the usual fun and frivolity that
make our XMAS Bashes famous.
Contact John and Monika NOW to register your
interest at zingaro@bigpond.net.au We need
numbers for catering of the great meal. Costs
will be advised in coming editions.
COROWA 2012—12 March to 18 March
Year of the 6x6—Advanced Entry Form was in a
previous editions and will be reprinted later.
Full event list in PART B.

One truck with a very interesting paint scheme was
missing at last years “Convoy for Kids”, photographed
here at Hazelbrook on the way down to the convoy.

THANKS to Michael at JEEP
ACTION MAGAZINE, who
sponsored ―The Best Modified Jeep‖
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THANKS to Darcy at M.V. SPARES who sponsored ―Best Restored Willys‖
and ―Best Restored Ford‖ categories

John Gordon and Darcy Miller take time out
for a chat and below, Vernon and Vinh
compare notes on their CJ2A’s
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Plenty of Jeep discussion above from some old wise heads and below, good to see some younger drivers (Peter
Kunz Junior), learning the art of driving and cutting their teeth on the mighty Jeep.

CAM’S CORNER—part A—overleaf

Warren Penner is proud that he served his country as a U.S. Marine. Sitting at the kitchen table in his home west of Loveland, the hourly chimes from the clock on the wall are immediately recognizable as the"Marines' Hymn."
"I don't regret one minute of it," he said. Born June 8, 1921, in Chicago, Penner spent most of his life there, and remembers he went to the old U.S. Post Office in December 1941 to enlist with a friend. They both wanted to go to aviation
school. "We were chosen alphabetically. He got what we wanted and I got 'spud locker' -- peeling potatoes, carrots and
onions in the mess hall," he said with a grin. That happened Jan. 12, 1942, but after a month he was on a slow train with
blacked-out windows bound for basic training in San Diego, Calif. "That was the first time I ever wore an overcoat. It's
cold there at 5 a.m. in a Marine boot camp," he said.
Penner was assigned to the 83rd Platoon that shipped out to Hawaii, where four Marine squadrons were formed. He
served in the supply unit in the same223rd fighter squadron throughout the war. There were 125 men in each squadron,
plus 20 pilots. Following training at Eva Base on Oahu, the group sailed for the South Pacific in August. "The planes we
had then were obsolete compared to the Japanese Zeros. Then Grumman started making a new airplane --the F4Fs. One
of the best the U.S. had at that time. They were $50,000 each direct from the factory. We couldn't believe it was so expensive," he said. The F4F Wildcat had an airspeed of 320 miles per hour, and was built with two, four and eventually
six .50-caliber machine guns in the wings. The pilot, who flew alone, controlled the guns that were set up before being
loaded on the plane. "The planes held 50 gallons of fuel in wing tanks. We used a funnel with a chamois to filter the gas.
You didn't want anything in there that would cause the plane to stall. They were all propeller-operated and we had to
hand-crank the engines to get them started," he said.
Various ships -- aircraft carriers, troop ships and others -- brought supplies into the ports along the Southeast Pacific Islands where the Marines were stationed. Penner had 10 men working under him as all kinds of supplies arrived -- parts
for planes, flight jackets, pistols, sunglasses, food, etc. "We were always getting new stuff. We were always hollering for
new stuff. It was rough like that. We might get sheep tongue from New Zealand, or a case of canned peaches or sardines
-- it was just part of living," he noted. There were always coconuts on the islands and sometimes wild boar.
The Marines made their way from island to island-- New Caledonia, New Hebrides, and in the Solomon Islands where
they landed on Guadalcanal in August 1942. "We were on Guadalcanal for two months," Warren said. The Japanese were
building an airfield on the island, which would have been a major threat to the Allied forces in the area. The Marines
battled for this field and on Aug. 20 Wildcat fighters and bombers landed at what became known as Henderson Airfield.
After he was promoted to corporal on Guadalcanal, Penner and his squadron were once again on the move.
"We continued up the chain of islands toward Japan "he said. They were on Midway Island for three months, then Bougainville and Green Island, where they remained for two months. "We needed to get a foothold on the Japanese who were
coming south and taking islands. We were headed to Rabaul where there were many Japanese," he said.
The island campaigns ended with the dropping of the atomic bomb on Japan in August1945. "That saved a million
American and Japanese lives. With the good things come some terrible things," he said.
Penner told of one furlough back to the U.S. during more than three years of active duty when he helped recruit and promote the troops in the war. "We were asked to go visit factories, arms plants and such to give talks," he explained. He
also spent time in California at the El Toro Marine Corps Air Station, a new Marine base that was opened in November
1942. While on leave, he also married his hometown sweet heart, Muryel. Later, she was able to join him in El Centro,
Calif., where he spent the last six months of the war and was discharged with the rank of master tech sergeant.
Penner has lived in Loveland since 2003 to be closer to some of his children and grandchildren. He has two daughters -Leslie, who lives here, and Carol of San Diego -- and a son, Jeff, in Chicago. Mrs. Penner died in 1992.
This proud American veteran just turned 90, but he is a familiar sight riding in an original World War II jeep in local
parades. He owns the restored vehicle and takes extra-good care of it for just such special events, and for enjoying with
other veterans in the area.

WorldWar II veterans
remembered
By BevReeves ReporterHerald Staff Writer

MORE EARLY JEEP HISTORY—You may have never read?
Familiar to most Jeep historians is the fact that early military Jeep prototypes from Ford and Willys came in
well above the maximum weight targets. The U.S. Army wanted the Jeep to be as lightweight as possible,
and though Willys and Ford got the contracts to produce the MB and GPW, the Army didn’t abandon the
idea of an even lighter Jeep. So in 1942-1943, prodded by the brief test program for the Crosley Pup, the
Army began a search for an extra-lightweight Jeep, a search that Major Fred Crismon covered in SIA #40.
Missing from the list of manufacturers that responded to that search was Ford itself. Crismon hinted in the
SIA article that Ford had shown an interest, but never brought their prototype for testing, leading Crismon to
assume the Ford extra-lightweight Jeep had never been built. He reversed that position by the time he released his 1983 book ―U.S. Military Wheeled Vehicles,‖ after he had obtained two photos of the Ford extralightweight Jeep when new.
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Crismon wrote:
For reasons which can only be speculated on, the little miniature Jeep was not entered in the competition, and
the tests proceeded without Ford’s contribution. The engine for this vehicle was a 71 cubic inch agricultural
tractor power plant which produced good torque, but not much horsepower. Perhaps ford realized that the
combination of low horsepower and downsized components resulted in an unacceptable vehicle. The other
manufacturers did not seem to realize this until the tests were completed and all vehicles had failed. The tires
were 5.00x17s with agricultural type tread. It was a clean and well integrated design, even if the offset grille
looks a little strange. The radiator had been offset to allow clearance for the steering column. A blackout driving light is recessed below the left headlamp.
As seen from the side while sitting alone, the extra-lightweight Ford would appear to be a larger vehicle than
it actually was. As with the other trucks designed for the program, it was only intended to be a two-seater, but
the good space utilization would have almost made a rear seat feasible. Unlike several of the other designs
which were quite unconventional, the Ford incorporated the basic chassis layout so familiar to American designers: engine out front with transmission behind. Instrumentation included a speedometer, ammeter, oil
pressure gauge, and temperature gauge. It would appear from the presence of only one lever that four-wheel
drive was always engaged. A detailed technical description is not available, as Ford never provided the Ordnance Corps with the final specifications.
It’s possible that the Ford extra-lightweight, like other extra-lightweights submitted for the program, was rearwheel-drive only, which would explain the single gear lever that Crismon pointed out.
And that was that until we recently heard from Ted Wisniewski of Belleville, Michigan. Ted asked us if we
had any information on the Jeep prototype that he has owned for the last couple of years. His pictures confirmed that his Jeep was indeed the same Ford-built extra-lightweight Jeep prototype that Crismon wrote up–
or at least a Ford-built extra-lightweight Jeep prototype; it’s possible, based on Crismon’s SIA article, that
Ford built another. Ted wrote:
I purchased the jeep from a retired Ford employee, he worked for Ford aviation in Dearborn, MI. He drove
this jeep around the Ford airport and when they were getting rid of the jeep he put a bid in for it and purchased
it from Ford Motor Company in1962, I have the original bill of sale that he received. It was in pretty roughshape when I purchased it from him, I’ve been working on restoring it for the last 2 years a little at a time and
trying to keep it as original as possible all the way down to the original wheels, motor, trans, nuts and bolts.
When you see it in person and see how small it is and the condition of the metal you can tell it came out of a
prototype shop. It has a Ford flathead motor that was in running order when I got it. I still have some work to
do on it like headlights, taillights and a windshield. Since I believe this to be a prototype some of the parts
have to be made and this is a challenge but has come along pretty well.

Our recent VC winners,
Mark Donaldson and
Ben Roberts-Smith with
Keith Payne, who
earned his in Vietnam
in 1969.
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The Rubicon Trail is probably the most famous 4×4 trail in the United States, maybe even the world. The
California ―road‖ was the home of the first Jeepers Jamboree and has remained an icon to the sport of outback
travel. While it may be tamed down now, it is still on my top 10 of trips to do. The Liddicoat family pioneered
the use of Jeeps on the famed Rubicon trail, predating the world famous Jeepers Jamboree by several years.
Their website has tons of photos from the first crossing of the Rubicon Trail in 1946.

TO BE CONTINUED
Part B, will have all your regular features, like Cliffs Say, more ramblings from the Looney Editor,
more news on recent activities, another great report from our busy European Correspondent, more news
on up coming activities, hopefully a report on the recent Beltring event and of course, the ever popular
BUSH TELEGRAPH.
So, ...... if you have something you would like to add or ―news‖ on anything Jeep, then drop us a line
on the email address on the front cover. Til then, look out for Grizzly Bear Shit!
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